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Abstract21

Auroral Kilometric Radiation (AKR) is the strongest terrestrial radio emission, and em-22

anates from the same electron acceleration regions from which particles precipitate into23

the ionosphere, exciting the aurorae and other phenomena. As such, AKR is a barom-24

eter for the state of solar wind - magnetosphere - ionosphere coupling. AKR is anisotrop-25

ically beamed in a hollow cone from a source region generally found at nightside local26

times, meaning that a single source region cannot be viewed from all local times in the27

magnetosphere. In radio data such as dynamic spectra, AKR is frequently observed si-28

multaneously to other radio emissions which can have a similar intensity and frequency29

range, making it difficult to automatically detect. Building on a previously published pipeline30

to extract AKR emissions from Wind/WAVES data, in this paper a novel automated31

AKR burst detection technique is presented and applied again to Wind/WAVES data.32

Over a five year interval, about 5000 AKR bursts are detected with median burst length33

ranging from about 30-60 minutes. During detected burst windows, higher solar wind34

velocity is observed, and the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) clock angle is observed35

to tend towards BZ < 0, BY < 0, when compared with the entire statistical interval.36

Additionally, higher geomagnetic activity is observed during burst windows at polar, high37

and equatorial latitudes.38

Plain Language Summary39

Auroral Kilometric Radiation (AKR) is a terrestrial radio emission which is excited40

by the same electrons which enhance the aurorae. Due to a combination of complex beam-41

ing, and the statistical position of the source region, an AKR event cannot be observed42

at all positions in the Earth’s magnetosphere. A combination of different radio emissions43

are simultaneously observed in the radio data, including both AKR and non-AKR sources.44

Building on previous work, in this paper individual AKR burst events are automatically45

detected from Wind/WAVES data over a five year interval. About 5000 events are de-46

tected over the interval, during which the observed geomagnetic activity was higher. Higher47

solar wind velocity and differences in the morphology of the interplanetary magnetic field48

(IMF) are also observed during burst windows, both of which are known to excite mag-49

netospheric dynamics.50

1 Introduction51

Auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) is a terrestrial radio emission broadly observed52

between 30 and 800 kHz, which is excited by the same electron acceleration regions which53

excite its namesake, the aurora (Gurnett, 1974; Benson & Calvert, 1979; Green & Gur-54

nett, 1979; Benson et al., 1980; Huff et al., 1988). First observed in the 1960s (Dunckel55

et al., 1970), AKR is the dominant terrestrial radio emission, and its main band gener-56

ally appears between 100 and 400 kHz, with powers up to 109 W (e.g., Gurnett, 1974;57

Zhao et al., 2019) and maximum intensity typically observed at around 200 kHz (Gurnett,58

1974). Since then, AKR has been systematically observed with radio and plasma wave59

instruments on board spacecraft such as IMP 6 and 8, Hawkeye, Wind, GEOTAIL, PO-60

LAR, IMAGE, the Cluster array and Cassini (e.g., Green et al., 1977; Voots et al., 1977;61

Gurnett, 1974; Gallagher & D’Angelo, 1981; Desch et al., 1996; Kasaba et al., 1997; Hashimoto62

et al., 1998; Kurth et al., 1998; Green et al., 2003; Mutel et al., 2008; Lamy et al., 2010;63

Waters, Jackman, et al., 2021). As an indicator of magnetic disturbance, AKR has been64

shown to be well correlated with the Auroral Electrojet (AE) index (Voots et al., 1977;65

Gurnett, 1974; Dunckel et al., 1970), and as such AKR observations allude to solar wind66

- magnetosphere - ionosphere coupling (Zhao et al., 2019; Gallagher & D’Angelo, 1981)67

and can be well correlated with substorm activity (e.g., Morioka et al., 2011).68

The AKR source region is found to be within the auroral plasma cavity, a region69

with low plasma density, around 1 cm−3 (Calvert, 1981b; Ergun et al., 1998; Hilgers, 1992;70
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Johnson et al., 2001), and precipitating energetic electrons present (Green & Gurnett,71

1979; Ergun et al., 1998). Centred on about 70◦ invariant latitude (Calvert, 1981b; John-72

son et al., 2001), the cavity region can extend between 30 and 300 km in latitude (Ergun73

et al., 1998), and between 1.8 Earth radii (RE , 1RE ≈ 6371 km) and 3 RE in the ra-74

dial direction (Calvert, 1981b). Auroral acceleration regions house energetic electrons75

which are accelerated down magnetic field lines, perhaps by a dipolarisation of the tail76

magnetic field following magnetic reconnection, towards their roots in the polar iono-77

sphere. Depending on the angle between their velocity vector and the converging polar78

magnetic field, they may reflect at the magnetic mirror points or precipitate into the iono-79

sphere, exciting, among other phenomena, the aurora. Following reflection at the mag-80

netic mirror point, electrons travel up along magnetic field lines until they reach a re-81

gion of low plasma density, often termed the plasma cavity or trough (e.g., Benson &82

Calvert, 1979; Calvert, 1981b; Ergun et al., 1998; Mutel et al., 2008). In this region, there83

is not enough plasma to contain the energy of the incoming energetic electrons (e.g., Treumann84

& Baumjohann, 2020), and so the electrons undergo wave-particle interactions at a fre-85

quency close to the electron cyclotron frequency. Termed the Electron-Cyclotron Maser86

Instability (ECMI), the particles emit their energy in the form of circularly polarised ra-87

dio emission, in the terrestrial case AKR. Along with these field aligned energetic elec-88

trons, particles with a range of different pitch angles exist within the plasma cavity and89

similarly contribute to the instability.90

The local time (LT), depth (in density) and altitude extent of the plasma cavity91

vary with geomagnetic activity, the degree of solar illumination of the ionosphere (and92

hence season), and movement of the polar cap boundary (Johnson et al., 2001; Janhunen93

et al., 2002). AKR source regions have been detected at all LTs (e.g., Mutel et al., 2004),94

but are more often observed in the nightside region. Due to its production by the ECMI,95

the altitude of the radio source is expected to be inversely proportional to the frequency96

of the observed radio emission. Previous work included the proposal that dual AKR source97

regions may exist at substorm onset (Morioka et al., 2007). Firstly, a low altitude (high98

frequency) source related to inverted-V particle acceleration, appearing in substorm growth99

phase around 4000 - 5000 km altitude. At substorm onset a second, high altitude (low100

frequency), source appears between 6000-12000 km altitude relating to either local field-101

aligned or Alfvénic acceleration.102

ECMI theory predicts that AKR is anisotropically beamed in a hollow cone at an-103

gles near perpendicular to a source region centred on a magnetic field line (Wu & Lee,104

1979; Wu, 1985). Gurnett (1974) noted that there was a cone shaped nature to the sta-105

tistical pattern of AKR observations, later described as a solid cone by Green et al. (1977);106

Green and Gallagher (1985) and a hollow cone by Calvert (1981a). Recently, Mutel et107

al. (2008) combined data from the four Cluster spacecraft to examine the beaming of AKR,108

concluding that the beaming is confined to a plane of finite width containing the mag-109

netic field vector, which is tangent to the source magnetic latitude circle, confirming pre-110

vious modelling work by Louarn and Le Quéau (1996); Pritchett et al. (2002). Obser-111

vations also highlight how geomagnetic activity can disturb the illumination pattern of112

AKR, reaching lower latitudes near midnight LT for higher Kp (e.g., Kasaba et al., 1997).113

AKR source regions in both hemispheres produce hollow cones of circularly polarised114

emission with mostly right-handed from the northern magnetic (southern geographic)115

hemisphere, and left-handed from the southern magnetic (northern geographic) hemi-116

sphere (Kaiser et al., 1978). Combined with plasmaspheric refraction effects as the beam117

passes from the plasma cavity to the surrounding denser plasma (Xiao et al., 2007; Mu-118

tel et al., 2008), this anisotropic beaming provides challenges for observing AKR. For119

a hypothetical source region fixed in latitude and local time that is continuously emit-120

ting AKR, a moving spacecraft will transit into and out of its illumination region as it121

orbits the Earth. At equatorial latitudes near midnight LT inside about 12 RE , the space-122

craft falls into the statistical equatorial shadow zone (e.g., Gallagher & Gurnett, 1979),123
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seeing neither hemisphere’s AKR emission cone. At greater radial distances, the space-124

craft will see a combination of both hemisphere’s AKR emission around the equator (dis-125

tinguishable only by their polarisation), but at high latitudes may fall into the illumi-126

nation region of one hemisphere or the other (Hashimoto et al., 1998).127

Although it can be observed at any local time (Zhao et al., 2019), AKR is most of-128

ten viewed in the midnight/evening sector between 18 and 6 LT (e.g., Gurnett, 1974; Green129

et al., 1977; Kasaba et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 2019). Further to the LT constraints on view-130

ing, a 24 hour modulation of the AKR signal has been identified by Lamy et al. (2010);131

Panchenko et al. (2009); Morioka et al. (2013) relating to the diurnal precession of the132

tilted dipole magnetic field. Finally, the observed power of the emission drops off as 1

R2133

(Gurnett, 1974; Green et al., 1977), so observers closer to the source region receive higher134

power emission than a spacecraft in the distant magnetotail.135

Additionally, decades of observation of AKR have highlighted its variability relat-136

ing to the geomagnetic activity. In particular, the intensity and frequency range of AKR137

has been shown to relate to the geomagnetic indices AE (Dunckel et al., 1970; Voots et138

al., 1977; Hashimoto et al., 1998) and Kp (Kasaba et al., 1997), showing strong links to139

geomagnetic activity. Increased geomagnetic activity results in intensifications in AKR140

and longitudinal extensions of the source region, which enables AKR viewing on the day-141

side (Zhao et al., 2019). Enhancements in AKR intensity are concurrent with auroral142

brightenings (Gurnett, 1974), which observations suggest depend strongly on solar wind143

and Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) coupling. Finally, AKR can excite electrons144

in the radiation belts, posing potential dangers to spacecraft in the near-Earth environ-145

ment (Zhao et al., 2019, and references therein).146

The strength and direction of the IMF and solar wind variability are well known147

to influence the transfer of energy into the terrestrial system, and as a part of the so-148

lar wind coupled magnetosphere, AKR is no different. Gallagher and D’Angelo (1981)149

showed a correlation between the solar wind flow speed and the log of AKR intensity,150

and that enhanced intensity was observed under IMF BY conditions. Similarly, Desch151

et al. (1996) showed that peaks in solar wind flow speed coincide with low frequency ex-152

tensions (LFEs) in radio emission, and again, that this appears preferentially when there153

is a BY component to the IMF. Additionally, Saturn Kilometric Radiation (SKR), which154

is generally considered analogous to AKR, has been shown to respond to changes in so-155

lar wind dynamic pressure (Desch, 1982; Desch & Rucker, 1983; Taubenschuss et al., 2006;156

Jackman et al., 2010). Furthermore, Kurth et al. (1998) examined radio spectra and AKR157

intensity during the passing of a magnetic cloud event, and showed that prolonged south-158

ward IMF BZ excited AKR emission, as did a rapid solar wind pressure enhancement159

which triggered substorm activity. Finally, increased ionospheric densities relating to sea-160

son and/or solar cycle reduce the altitude range of the plasma cavity, affecting the fre-161

quency of emission, and cause higher plasma densities in the cavity, resulting in less in-162

tense AKR (Green et al., 2003).163

In this study, a novel technique to automatically detect individual AKR burst events164

is presented and applied to the Wind/WAVES dataset from 2000-2004 when the view-165

ing was most favourable for AKR detection. Solar wind, IMF and geomagnetic indices166

are examined during these burst windows. Section 2 describes the datasets used, section167

3 examines the LT viewing constraints on AKR, and section 4 outlines the automated168

burst detection algorithm. The analysis of burst properties and their link to heliospheric169

conditions is shown in sections 5 and 6 respectively, followed by concluding remarks in170

section 7.171
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2 Data172

2.1 Wind WAVES data173

The Wind satellite was launched in November 1994 as part of NASA’s International174

Solar Terrestrial Physics Program (ISTP) (e.g., Wilson III et al., 2021). Investigating175

energy transport in Solar Wind - Magnetosphere coupling was among the goals of the176

ISTP, to which Wind has contributed significantly during its multi-decadal lifetime. Wind177

carries a suite of instruments onboard including the WAVES instrument which is utilised178

in this paper (Bougeret et al., 1995). Amalgamated from some of the other instruments,179

Wind provides upstream solar wind plasma and interplanetary magnetic field measure-180

ments (Lepping et al., 1995; Lin et al., 1995; Ogilvie et al., 1995; Von Rosenvinge et al.,181

1995) to the OMNI dataset (described later, King and Papitashvili (2005)), for which182

it is perhaps most famous in the community.183

WAVES is the Radio and Plasma Wave Investigation on the Wind spacecraft, which184

aims to provide comprehensive observations of radio and plasma phenomena from a frac-185

tion of a Hz up to 14 MHz (Bougeret et al., 1995). WAVES is composed of three elec-186

tric dipolar antenna systems, two in the spin plane and one aligned with the spin axis.187

The RAD1 radio receiver operates 256 frequency channels within its 20-1040 kHz range,188

which encompasses the AKR range. Over each approximately three minute sweep cy-189

cle, selected frequency channels (typically 64, Waters, Jackman, et al., 2021) are sam-190

pled. For a full description of the operational modes and technical details of Wind/WAVES,191

the reader is directed to Bougeret et al. (1995). Level 2 (L2) data from the RAD1 re-192

ceiver, containing approximately three minute resolution sweep cycles over selected fre-193

quency bands, is used to observe AKR, and normalised to 1 AU.194

In its frequency range, WAVES has been able to observe a number of radio phe-195

nomena, and in particular has contributed great understanding to solar type II, III and196

IV radio bursts (e.g., Wilson III et al., 2021). Importantly for this study, the WAVES197

RAD1 receiver senses between 20 and 1000 kHz which encapsulates the AKR spectral198

range, and having spent about the first decade of its lifetime in the near-Earth environ-199

ment, it has recorded a wealth of AKR observations.200

Wind’s trajectory from 2000 to 2004 inclusive is overplotted onto a histogram show-201

ing fraction of observing time in the three different planes of Geocentric Solar Ecliptic202

(GSE) coordinates in Figure 1(a-c). In this period, Wind made several different orbital203

manoeuvres, and as a result visited a variety of locations in the near-Earth environment.204

This meant it had a variable view of the Earth’s magnetosphere, from different latitudes,205

local times and radial distances. Due to the anisotropic beaming of AKR emission, a given206

source region can only be observed from certain local times and latitudes. Simultane-207

ously observed emission from both hemispheres (seen near the equator) cannot be dis-208

tinguished without the polarisation of the emission, which cannot be easily retrieved from209

Wind/WAVES/RAD1 data (Waters, Jackman, et al., 2021).210

The distribution of observing time spent in each local time sector is presented in211

Figure 1(d); one bar is plotted centred on each 1 hour width LT bin, with length rep-212

resenting the percentage of Wind’s observing time spent in that sector. Although AKR213

can be observed at any LT, previous observations have shown that it is most often ob-214

served in the nightside sector between 18 and 6 LT (e.g., Gurnett, 1974; Green et al.,215

1977; Kasaba et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 2019) as a result of a prominent nightside emis-216

sion region. In this five year interval, about 36% of time was spent in the 18-6 sector,217

providing approximately 1.8 years of observing time in the prime AKR observational sec-218

tor, plus good observational time in the dayside sector. Positioned from near the max-219

imum and down the trailing end of solar cycle 23, the years selected are expected to have220

a range of solar wind variability, including some strong solar wind driving of the mag-221
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Figure 1. Wind spacecraft trajectory between 2000-2004 inclusive in the (a) X-Y GSE plane,

(b) Y-Z GSE plane, (c) X-Z GSE plane. Trajectory is drawn in black, overplotted onto a two

dimensional histogram of the fraction of observing time spent in each bin. Bin width is 25 RE in

X and Y, and 3 RE in Z. (d) Histogram of Wind observing time in each local time sector; 1 hour

width LT bins are represented by a bar with length equal to percentage of observing time, and

angular position and width representing the bin position and size in LT. LT values are indicated

around the edge, with noon at the top.
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netosphere. This broad parameter space of upstream driving will allow examination of222

AKR under both disturbed and quiet magnetospheric conditions.223

2.2 Empirical AKR selection technique224

Wind/WAVES is capable of sensing any radio emission in its frequency range, and225

so often observes a combination of emission from different sources. In Figure 2(a), L2226

Wind/WAVES data is presented in a frequency-time-intensity spectrogram from 1st Novem-227

ber 2002. In this panel, a variety of different signals can be seen: AKR emission is seen228

between ∼0930-1145 UT in the frequency range 100-400 kHz, followed by second, brighter229

burst of AKR beginning at ∼1215 UT. Additionally, a solar type III radio burst is seen230

around 0900 UT extending from frequencies higher than Wind/WAVES can detect, and231

down to about 100 kHz (a characteristic swooping shape e.g., Wilson III et al., 2021).232

Finally, some low frequency but high intensity emission of local origin is seen from around233

1000 UT towards the end of the presented interval. This example shows that Wind/WAVES234

can observe a complex mixture of radio signals, that can be simultaneously occurring over235

similar frequency ranges, with similar intensities.236

A recently developed technique by Waters, Jackman, et al. (2021) is utilised to ex-237

tract AKR emission from amongst this complex superposition of radio phenomena. Each238

frequency-time bin presented in the spectrogram in Figure 2(a) is sampled several times239

within the approximately three minute sweep window. These individual flux measure-240

ments are modelled as a normal distribution, centred on the mean. After normalising241

the measurements by their mean, the standard deviation (σZ) of the sample is calculated.242

AKR emission has a high σZ (i.e. high temporal variability) when compared with so-243

lar emissions and the ambient background, so an empirical threshold is applied to σZ244

values, keeping only data which meets the condition. This technique removes slowly vary-245

ing emissions such as solar radio emissions and most of the background, resulting in the246

frequency-time-intensity spectrogram presented in Figure 2(b) (panels 2(c-e) will be de-247

scribed in section 4). Hereafter referred to as W21-selected data, in this example the AKR248

emissions between about 100-400 kHz have been extracted without the solar and low fre-249

quency emissions. The Waters, Jackman, et al. (2021) technique has drastically simpli-250

fied what was previously a very complex picture of simultaneous emissions from differ-251

ent sources crossing the same frequency bands, to leave mainly AKR emission remain-252

ing.253

2.3 OMNI data254

High resolution OMNI (King & Papitashvili, 2005) data is used in this study to char-255

acterise the solar wind and IMF properties, as well as geomagnetic indices. The OMNI256

dataset is an extensive set of observations combining data from several upstream solar257

wind monitors, primarily ACE and Wind, and propagated to the subsolar bow shock (Weimer258

et al., 2002, 2003; Weimer & King, 2008). A multi-decadal dataset, OMNI also includes259

a number of geomagnetic indices from other sources, providing a user-friendly and com-260

prehensive set of observations of the conditions in the near-Earth environment. In this261

study, solar wind, IMF and geomagnetic indices are extracted from the OMNI dataset262

to characterise the upstream driving conditions and corresponding geomagnetic response263

relating to AKR burst observations. The parameters described below were obtained from264

through OMNIWeb: https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/hw.html.265

The interplanetary magnetic field is characterised using the IMF clock angle (θclk =266

tan−1

(

BY

BZ

)

), magnetic field strength (BT =
√

B2

X +B2

Y +B2

Z ), and components BY267

and BZ . θclk indicates the combination of BY and BZ , both of which are known to con-268

trol the dayside reconnection rate (e.g., Dungey, 1961; Grocott et al., 2003, 2004, 2008).269

The solar wind conditions are parameterised by its velocity (VSW ) and proton density270

(NSW ) which go towards the solar wind dynamic pressure (PSW ≈ NSWV 2

SW ) which271
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Figure 2. Frequency-time-intensity spectrograms of (a) L2 Wind/WAVES data, (b) W21-

selected AKR data, (d) W21-selected AKR data, data selected in burst selection in orange-

yellow, otherwise black, (e) burst selected data from 1st November 2002. Panel (c) shows the

number of filled frequency bins as a function of time in W21-selected data shown in panel

(b); empirical threshold of four bins is indicated and times meeting the condition are coloured

turquoise, otherwise orange. All intensities according to individual colour bars. Tick labels on the

x axis indicate universal time on panels (a-d), and universal time and spacecraft position in terms

of local time, latitude, and radial distance in panel (e).
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pushes against the geomagnetic field to control the size of the magnetosphere, and finally272

the solar wind electric field (ESW ≈ −VSWBZ). The ESW component depending on273

BZ is selected for the analysis over the component depending on BY since AKR is well274

correlated and often driven by substorm activity, which itself is dominated by BZ effects.275

Finally, geomagnetic activity is described by the polar cap index (PC(N), Troshichev276

& Andrezen, 1985; Stauning, 2013), upper and lower auroral electrojet indices (AU and277

AL, Davis & Sugiura, 1966; World Data Center for Geomagnetism Kyoto et al., 2015),278

and SYM-H (Iyemori, 1990), which are derived from magnetometer stations at near po-279

lar, auroral and equatorial latitudes respectively. Each index records deflections in mag-280

netometer data as a result of changes in overhead currents. PC(N) is an indicator of the281

speed of open flux across the polar cap and equivalently the strength of polar ionospheric282

electrodynamics. AU and AL indicate activity in the auroral zone - characteristic sig-283

natures in AL indicate substorm activity; similarly, SYM-H measures the ring current,284

indicating geomagnetic storms (e.g., Wanliss & Showalter, 2006).285

3 Local time variations in AKR power286

Although AKR has been observed at all LTs , the AKR source region has been widely287

shown to be persistent at nightside LTs, where substorms are well known to inject large288

amounts of energy into the nightside ionosphere and similarly energise AKR. In order289

to understand AKR intensity relative to the solar wind - magnetosphere interaction, the290

average observed AKR power at different observing locations must first be understood.291

In particular, different LT regions within the magnetosphere can be dominated by very292

different processes, and so the relationship between the AKR intensity and observer LT293

is investigated here using the W21-selected AKR data.294

In order to characterise the strength of AKR emission at a given time, the same295

approach is taken as in Waters, Jackman, et al. (2021), to integrate the W21-selected296

AKR data between 100-650 kHz. This is a slightly more conservative approach than taken297

by others, for example Lamy et al. (2010) who used the range 30-650 kHz. The 100-650298

kHz frequency range is selected to avoid including more transient lower frequency emis-299

sion. The integrated intensity, which is calculated as described in the appendices of Lamy300

et al. (2008), is then a measure of the strength of the observed AKR emission at a given301

time. For a fixed observer, a higher integrated intensity implies stronger AKR driving.302

For each available observing interval of approximately three minutes in 2000 to 2004303

inclusive, the integrated power is calculated. Each of these measurements is associated304

with the spacecraft LT, and binned accordingly into 0.5 hour LT bins. The median in-305

tegrated power in each of these LT bins is then presented as the black curve in Figure306

3(a), where the colour of the dot represents the relative sampling in each LT bin, and307

the grey shade shows the standard deviation relating of the sample in each bin. The green308

curve will be discussed later. Due to Wind’s uneven sampling of the near-Earth envi-309

ronment, the amount of observations in each LT bin varies. The lowest number of ob-310

servation intervals incorporated into an average is 1181 which equates to roughly 2.5 days311

observation time, enough to see multiple AKR bursts. Despite this, there are high amounts312

of sampling at approximately midnight, dawn, noon and dusk, which will aid LT com-313

parisons. The highest average integrated intensity is viewed at nightside LTs, with pow-314

ers several orders of magnitude higher than the lowest powers seen on the dayside. The315

standard deviation in these averages is similar across LT.316

There are also some variations in power from bin to bin, of varying magnitude, for317

example, between 10 and 15 LT. In order to understand the broad LT differences in power,318

a rolling boxcar average is performed to remove these rapid variations between neigh-319

bour bins. In Figure 3(b), the black curve shows the average of measurements in each320

0.5 hour LT bin and 4 bins either side (± 2 hours, noting that LT is periodic), again with321
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Figure 3. Median integrated power as a function of spacecraft LT for 2000-2004 W21-selected

AKR data. (a) The black line is the median integrated power in 0.5 hour width LT bins centred

on integer and half integer hours with coloured dots indicating the number of observation inte-

gration intervals (approximately three minutes) incorporated into the average according to the

scale on the right. The grey shade fills the area between the value and plus one standard devia-

tion for each average. The green curve is the same as the black curve in the bottom panel. (b)

The black line is the median integrated power for each 0.5 hour width LT bin incorporating data

from two hours either side in a rolling boxcar. The colour of the dot represents the number of

integration intervals according to the colour scale, and the grey shade the standard deviation for

each average. The green curve is the same as the black curve in the top panel.
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coloured dots showing the sampling according to the scale on the right, and the grey shade322

representing the standard deviation in each bin. The green curve is the same as the black323

curve from panel 3(a) for easy comparison (similarly, the green curve in 3(a) is the same324

as the black curve in 3(b)). In this smoothed version, the curve shows three distinct re-325

gions of different levels of integrated power. At midnight (21-3 LT), the median value326

for this curve is 3.3×106 W sr−1 , whereas at dawn (3-9 LT) and dusk (15-21 LT) the327

mean values are 2.0×105 W sr−1 and 4.0×105 W sr−1 respectively, an order of mag-328

nitude less intense. At noon (9-15 LT), the AKR is a further order of magnitude less in-329

tense, with a mean value of 5.0× 104 W sr−1.330

There is a large variation in the average observed intensity at different observing331

LTs, which results from the convolution of the strongly anisotropic AKR beaming with332

the time variable longitudinal extent of the source region. Observations of integrated in-333

tensity will then be a superposition of the LT viewing constraints, as well as the solar334

wind - magnetosphere coupling which is the desired investigation in this paper. In or-335

der to disentangle the difference between the two, the smoothed LT-intensity variation336

(black curve Figure 3(b)) will be used to represent intensity measurements as a ‘fraction’337

above the LT average - thereby values above one are enhanced above the usual, and less338

than one are weaker than usual.339

4 Automatic detection of AKR bursts340

In this section, the automated burst detection algorithm will be described in de-341

tail. An example of an automatically detected AKR burst is presented in Figure 2, show-342

ing the stages of processing from L2 (panel 2(a)) through to individual burst events (panel343

2(e)). The burst detection algorithm consists of the detection of burst start and end, and344

the upper and lower frequency limits at each time during the burst. Identification of burst345

start time allows analysis of coupling timescales between the solar wind at the subso-346

lar point and the (mostly) nightside electron acceleration processes driving AKR. Ad-347

ditionally, the evolution of the upper and lower frequency limits during burst time will348

allow analysis of AKR morphology and source location changes relating upstream so-349

lar wind driving.350

Firstly, the Waters AKR selection technique is run on the data, as described in sec-351

tion 2.2, which extracts the AKR emission from amongst other radio emissions in panel352

2(a), resulting in the W21-selected data presented in panel 2(b). This W21-selected AKR353

data is comprised of frequency-time bins which are either ‘filled’ with an intensity mea-354

surement, or not. In the example presented in Figure 2(b), the AKR bursts are seen as355

coherent clusters of filled bins. There are also sparse individual filled bins or ‘salt and356

pepper’ noise, some small patches of elevated intensity emission at low frequencies, and357

persistent Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) at 52 kHz. In order to separate the AKR358

burst from amongst these other emissions, the burst search algorithm seeks to identify359

clusters of bins which contain a flux measurement, relying on the spatially distinct na-360

ture of the AKR bursts in frequency-time space.361

At each integration time, the number of filled frequency bins is counted, presented362

in panel 2(c) for the example burst. The start of the burst is detected as the first instance363

where a user-defined threshold number of bins is met for a minimum number of inter-364

vals. The threshold number of bins was optimised empirically by examining different burst365

morphologies and sizes. Defining a minimum number of intervals for the threshold to be366

met essentially defines a minimum burst length - this step was essential to prevent de-367

tection of sparse, short lived signals. A minimum length of 4 time steps was chosen as368

this is approximately equal to 12 minutes, around the timescale of a short lived substorm369

or pseudo-breakup (e.g., Yeoman et al., 2000). This burst start time is recorded.370
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Next, the algorithm searches for the end of the burst, where the number of filled371

bins falls below the threshold. Short intervals, of at most one time step, where the num-372

ber of filled bins drops below the threshold are allowed, to account both for instrument373

outages, and temporary narrowing of burst morphology. There is no limit to the num-374

ber of these short outages that is allowed, as multiple instrument outages could occur375

during a long duration burst. The burst end is detected as the first drop below the thresh-376

old (4 filled bins) longer than one time interval following the burst onset. Outages in the377

number of filled bins are limited in length as a long outage in available frequency bins378

is indistinguishable from there being no data.379

Between the detected burst start and end time, the upper and lower frequency lim-380

its are determined next. This further refines the burst definition, removing any of the381

emissions within the burst window which are not part of the cluster. This also enables382

statistical comparison of burst morphology, and the temporal evolution of the frequency383

range of the burst. At a single time step within the burst window, the packing density384

(percentage of frequency bins that contain an intensity measurement) between all pos-385

sible combinations of lower and upper frequency is calculated. The combination of lower386

and upper frequency limits within which the packing density equals or exceeds the em-387

pirically selected threshold of 80% is selected. If multiple windows meet the threshold,388

then the widest is selected so that the burst is not unnecessarily narrowed. For exam-389

ple, for a burst with 10 consecutive frequency bins filled, numbered 0-9, the packing den-390

sity will meet the threshold for any combination of these frequency limits. The widest391

(0-9) contains all the data, any narrower and some of the region meeting the empirical392

criterion is excluded. Additionally, if no combination of upper and lower frequency lim-393

its is found (for example, in an allowed data gap), then the limits are the same as the394

previous time step. This technique is repeated at each time interval in during the burst395

window. In panel 2(d), the data selected by this technique is coloured according to the396

orange-yellow colour scale, and that which is excluded is coloured black. For this exam-397

ple burst between the labelled start and end time, the low frequency emission, RFI band,398

and other ‘salt and pepper’ noise have been excluded by the selection technique.399

Combining both the burst start and end time detection, and the lower and upper400

frequency limits, the remaining selected data is presented in panel 2(e). In this complex401

interval, AKR emission has been initially selected from amongst other radio emissions402

(including a solar type III around 0900 UT) using the Waters, Jackman, et al. (2021)403

empirical selection technique. By exploiting the fact that the AKR emission is distinct404

in frequency-time space from other sparse emission, the number of filled frequency bins405

has been used to select the start and end time of the burst. Similarly, the density of filled406

frequency bins is used to select lower and upper frequency limits at each time interval407

during the burst. This combination of techniques has significantly cleaned up the data408

presented in panel 2(a), to reveal the AKR emission presented in panel 2(e).409

Resulting from this burst algorithm, there were sometimes short small repeated events410

that occurred in rapid succession, which can be considered as short patches of emission411

relating to a single coherent event. Additionally, some burst start or end times were placed412

in such a way as to remove a small portion of the burst, particularly for weak events. An413

example of this is presented in Figure 4, where panel 4(a) shows L2 Wind/WAVES data,414

panel 4(b) shows W21-selected data, panel 4(c) shows the number of filled frequency bins415

as a function of time, and 4(d) shows the burst-selected data from 24th April 2002. In416

this example, the tail end of the burst was removed as there was a temporary narrow-417

ing of the emission in frequency space which lasted for two time intervals.418

To account for this, and ensure that weaker or shorter events weren’t unnecessar-419

ily removed from the event list, the algorithm was run a second time, relaxing the min-420

imum length condition to 3 time steps (≈ 9 minutes). Any additional short events which421

were associated with a larger event from the original search - within 2 time intervals (≈422

6 minutes) - were kept; this new start and end time and associated frequency limits are423
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Figure 4. Frequency-time-intensity spectrogram of (a) L2 Wind/WAVES data, (b) W21-

selected AKR data, (d) burst selected data before the addition of smaller bursts, (e) burst se-

lected data after the addition of small bursts from 24th April 2002. Panel (c) shows the number

of filled frequency bins as a function of time in W21-selected data shown in panel (b); empirical

threshold of four bins is indicated and times meeting the condition are coloured turquoise, other-

wise orange. All intensities according to individual colour bars. Tick labels on the x axis indicate

universal time on panels (a-d), and universal time and spacecraft position in terms of local time,

latitude, and radial distance in panel (e).
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the final burst definition. These smaller bursts were combined with their parent event,424

as can be seen in the final burst-selected data in Figure 4(e). In this example, the tail425

end of the burst has been reattached to its parent event. This recombination procedure426

is applied to about 5% of detected events.427

Finally, the power within the main AKR band is considered. The integrated power428

between 100 and 400 kHz is calculated during burst windows. Any events with zero in-429

tegrated power in the main AKR band are removed from the event list. Events of this430

type are detected as there can be coherent clusters of emission at low frequencies, which431

are indistinguishable from AKR emission clusters until the frequency range of AKR is432

taken into account. Any event with no power in the 100-400 kHz range is not thought433

to be primarily driven by the electron cyclotron maser instability, and so is not relevant434

to the AKR burst event list; about 5% of events are excluded based on this criterion435

For simplicity, the steps taken to create the burst event list are summarised here:436

1. L2 Wind/WAVES data is processed using Waters, Jackman, et al. (2021)437

selection technique: an empirical threshold is applied to the standard devia-438

tion of multiple samplings of each frequency-time bin.439

2. Detect burst start and end times: identify where the number of filled frequency440

bins meets an empirical threshold, taking into account allowed outages.441

3. Select lower and upper frequency limits during burst window: find fre-442

quency limits between which a threshold on packing density is met.443

4. Search for short events and combine with associated parent event: re-444

peat burst search algorithm with relaxed minimum length condition, and keep only445

short events which are associated with a longer event.446

5. Remove events with no power at AKR frequencies: any distinct clusters447

of emission at low frequencies with no component in the 100-400 kHz range are448

removed from the list.449

Since this novel burst detection technique is automated, it is repeatable and doesn’t450

suffer from any subjectivity issues relating to manual selection of data by a user. Ad-451

ditionally, it is considerably faster to select burst events from many years of data. The452

resulting burst-selected data, an example of which is presented in Figure 2(e), shows an453

AKR event with a defined start and end time, as well as lower and upper frequency lim-454

its, picked out from amongst a complex mixture of signals detected by the instrument455

in Figure 2(a). A list of these detected AKR events is provided for the community by456

Fogg et al. (2021, https://doi.org/10.25935/hfjx-xx26), and can be used in stud-457

ies of terrestrial solar wind - magnetosphere - ionosphere coupling.458

5 Detected AKR burst events459

The burst search algorithm was run over all available W21-selected AKR data from460

2000-2004 inclusive, and 5080 bursts were detected. In this section, the observing loca-461

tion and average characteristics of the bursts will be examined, before they are compared462

with solar wind data. Firstly, the observing locations in the magnetosphere are exam-463

ined, taking into account that Wind samples the near-Earth environment unevenly, as464

displayed in Figure 1 and discussed previously.465

Figure 5 shows the distribution in LT vs radial distance grids relating to Wind’s466

location and that of the detected events. It is important to note that the spacecraft’s467

location is not the same as the source location. As discussed in section 1, AKR prop-468

agates in a hollow cone at angles near perpendicular to the source region (Wu & Lee,469

1979; Wu, 1985), so AKR is frequently viewed at a different LT to the LT of the source470

itself, also depending on the radial distance of the spacecraft. Tracing the detected AKR471

signal from the observation point to the source region is non-trivial, and in particular472
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Figure 5. Spacecraft LT vs radial distance grids, with bin colour indicating its share (during

2000-2004 inclusive) of (a) percentage of Wind observation time (b) percentage of detected burst

events (c) percentage of burst time (intervals during selected burst windows) (d) fraction of burst

time divided by fraction of observation time as percentage. Grey cells indicate zero values, colour

scale is unique to each panel. Noon is at the top, dawn on the right, radial distance from the

Earth in Earth radii (RE) increases with increasing radius.
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requires knowledge of the polarisation of the signal (in order to unpack the source hemi-473

sphere) which is not recorded in the Wind/WAVES data. As a consequence, the view-474

ing positions of AKR in terms of spacecraft location (rather than the position of the source475

itself) are discussed from here on.476

Firstly, Figure 5(a) shows Wind’s uneven sampling of the near-Earth environment,477

indicating some good viewing at near midnight, dawn, noon and dusk at a variety of ra-478

dial distances. Wind spends most time in a bin close to noon, at the L1 point. The per-479

centage of detected events observed in each of the LT x radial distance bins is presented480

in Figure 5(b). Bursts are observed throughout the region explored by Wind, although481

some bins with little observing time in Figure 5(a) show no detected bursts.482

Combining all integration intervals from all selected burst windows, the percent-483

age of ‘burst time’ in each LT x radial distance sector is presented in Figure 5(c). Al-484

though burst time is spent across a range of LT and radial distance values, the midnight485

sector between 200 and 300 RE contains the largest share of burst observing time. How-486

ever, since the bins are unevenly sampled by Wind, the amount of burst time has been487

normalised by the observing time and presented in Figure 5(d). Despite the uneven sam-488

pling, a clear preference for the evening - midnight sector is observed, across a variety489

of radial distances. This agrees with previous work which shows that although AKR can490

be observed at any LT (Zhao et al., 2019), the majority of observations are in the evening491

- midnight sector.492

A strong LT dependence of observed AKR intensity was demonstrated in section493

3. In order to take this into account, the distributions of different characteristics (du-494

ration, intensity, frequency) for different LT sectors are presented in Figure 6. Consid-495

ered are observations across all LTs (black curve) and for different LT sectors: midnight496

(21-3 LT, gold), dawn (3-9 LT, purple), noon (9-15 LT, green), and dusk (15-21 LT, blue).497

Next, the distributions of temporal burst characteristics will be discussed. Through-498

out this study, temporal parameters are measured in units of ‘integration intervals’, es-499

sentially the time resolution of the frequency-intensity spectrogram, such as those pre-500

sented in Figure 2. Wind/WAVES integration intervals are around three minutes and501

three seconds, with a variable number of decimal seconds. For that reason, over the sta-502

tistical analyses in this study integration intervals are used as an even measurement of503

temporal characteristics. These intervals can be used to make an estimation of the time504

in minutes: three times the number of integration intervals is approximately the num-505

ber of minutes; this is plotted on the top axis of panels (a-c) in Figure 6 for ease of in-506

terpretation.507

Broadly, the distributions of burst duration (Figure 6(a)) are similar across differ-508

ent LTs. The midnight (gold) curve peaks lower than the curve for all LTs (black) and509

the noon (green) curve. Across the different curves, the median duration is between 10510

and 13 integration intervals (roughly 30 and 39 minutes) for all curves except the mid-511

night sector, which is notably 21 integration intervals (roughly 63 minutes). Multiply-512

ing by three gives a rough indication of the minutes this equates to: about an hour for513

bursts observed at midnight, and around half an hour elsewhere. A combination of fac-514

tors will be in play here; firstly, due to the anisotropic beaming of AKR, it is more likely515

to be viewed from midnight local times, meaning that other LTs may see a shorter por-516

tion of a longer event as the emission cone changes location. Additionally, for AKR pro-517

duced at different LT, the driving mechanisms may differ. Transient enhancements of518

dayside field aligned currents relating to upwelling and downwelling electrons, which could519

generate similar emission under the right circumstances, may produce shorter bursts of520

emission than nightside drivers such as substorms. A median burst length of about an521

hour for nightside bursts is in keeping with substorm timescales of the same order (Forsyth522

et al., 2015, and references therein).523
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Figure 6. For single value burst characteristics calculated over the each burst window, distri-

butions of (a) burst duration (b) time since the start of previous burst (c) time since the end of

previous burst (d) starting intensity (e) median intensity (f) maximum intensity (g) maximum

frequency (h) minimum frequency (i) median frequency range. Temporal characteristics in (a-c)

are in integration intervals, with approximate hours labelled on the top axis. Intensity values are

fraction above LT background described in section 3. For frequency limits in (g) and (h) discrete

histogram bins are based on the standard sampling frequencies, otherwise bins are equally spaced

with widths: (a) 3 integration intervals (b) 30 integration intervals (c) 30 integration intervals

(d) 0.05 (e) 0.05 (f) 1.0 (i) 30 kHz. The x axis is limited to show the majority of the data for all

panels except (g) and (i).
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Similarly, the distributions of repeating interval (time since the beginning of pre-524

vious burst, Figure 6(b)) and separation interval (time since the end of previous burst,525

Figure 6(c)) are similar across different local times, with slight differences in the height526

of the peaks for midnight and noon. The median values presented in Table 1 indicate527

longer waiting times between bursts as the observer moves towards noon. This agrees528

with the notion that AKR is observed more regularly in the midnight than noon sectors;529

a similar value is found for dawn and dusk in both cases. For all LTs, the median repeat-530

ing interval is 46 integration intervals (roughly 2 hours and 18 minutes), and median sep-531

aration between bursts of 15 integration intervals (roughly 45 minutes). For observations532

from the midnight sector, a median repeat time of 38 integration intervals is recorded,533

equating to just under 2 hours, comparable with substorm repeating timescales of ap-534

proximately, 1-4 hours (e.g., Forsyth et al., 2015; Freeman & Morley, 2004; Huang et al.,535

2004; Lee et al., 2006).536

Figure 6 panels (d-f) show distributions of starting, median and maximum frac-537

tional intensity above the LT background described in section 3. This fractional inten-538

sity is the observed integrated intensity divided by the LT-intensity variation (black curve539

Figure 3(b)), and so values above one are brighter than the usual observed intensity, and540

values less than one are less bright than usual. Across the different LT regions, the curves541

are broadly similar, although a higher peak is seen for midnight (gold) for Figure 6 pan-542

els (d-f). Median values for these curves presented in Table 1 show values that are lower543

for the starting intensity than the median, suggesting that the AKR emission becomes544

brighter as the burst continues. Across all LT regions, the median intensity is about 1.5545

times the LT background, showing that the detected bursts are brighter than the aver-546

age background emission. This effect is lowest at midnight LTs, where the median in-547

tensity is lower than the LT background, and the maximum intensity is the lowest of all548

LT regions. The median and maximum fractional intensity is highest above the LT back-549

ground at noon LTs, perhaps suggesting that there is greater variability in AKR inten-550

sity at noon as AKR is least frequently observed there, compared with midnight where551

it is most often observed.552

Finally, distributions of burst characteristics relating to observed frequencies are553

presented in Figure 6 panels (g-i). Although dawn (purple) and dusk (blue) curves mostly554

follow the trends for all LTs, noon (green) and midnight (gold) show some differences.555

For bursts observed at midnight, the distribution of maximum observed frequencies (Fig-556

ure 6(g)) has a higher peak at high frequencies, with a median of 940 kHz, elevated above557

the value for all LTs (740 kHz). For bursts observed at noon, the distribution of max-558

imum observed frequencies peaks at lower frequencies than for bursts at all LTs. The559

frequency range of each burst varies with time, and is the difference between the upper560

and lower frequency limits at a given time - the distribution of the median values of fre-561

quency range within each burst window are presented in Figure 6(i). For bursts observed562

in the noon (green) sector, the distribution peaks at much lower frequencies than other563

LTs, and doesn’t extend far beyond 600 kHz. Conversely, for bursts observed in the mid-564

night sector, the distribution is shifted to higher frequency ranges, and flattened when565

compared with noon events. This could be interpreted as an indicator of more low-frequency566

extension (LFE) events observed in the midnight sector, but certainly shows a difference567

in the morphology of detected bursts in frequency space when compared with all other568

LTs.569

6 Solar wind and Geomagnetic indices during burst windows570

The automated detection technique presented above allows examination of AKR571

events on statistical timescales. Here, the statistical characteristics of solar wind param-572

eters and geomagnetic indices during burst windows will be compared with the average573

characteristics during the entire statistical window (2000-2004). For the upstream pa-574

rameters including IMF components and solar wind characteristics which are propagated575
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Table 1. Median values of the distributions presented in Figure 6, in same units. Intensity

measurements are fractions above LT background, to three decimal places. Columns are labelled

with the panel labels from Figure 6, indicating the parameter in question.

Temporal Intensity Frequency
(integration intervals) (fraction of LT background) (kHz)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)
LT sector duration repeat separation starting median max max min range

Midnight 21.0 38.0 6.0 0.068 0.201 2.619 940.0 60.0 472.0
21-3 LT

Dawn 11.0 45.0 19.0 1.152 2.488 27.276 740.0 92.0 260.0
3-9 LT

Noon 10.0 64.0 45.0 2.525 4.662 29.506 484.0 52.0 150.0
9-15 LT

Dusk 13.0 43.0 16.0 0.800 1.619 11.589 740.0 80.0 280.0
15-21 LT

All LT 12.0 46.0 15.0 0.696 1.549 14.509 740.0 72.0 268.0

to the bow shock in the OMNI catalogue, the value of a parameter at the burst onset576

is not neccesarily the same as any change driving the dynamics of the source region. This577

is especially true for AKR source regions in the magnetotail, where the propagation of578

the effects of dayside onset of magnetic reconnection into the tail, for example, can take579

of the order of hours (e.g., Milan, 2015). However, to analyse the statistical properties580

of the solar wind and IMF which trigger the burst, a ‘driving’ interval before the burst581

onset would need to be chosen. Since this is still an open question, the upstream char-582

acteristics during the burst window are considered, as they are likely to be similar to those583

that came before (except in circumstances of rapid changes e.g. infrequent rapid mag-584

netopause compressions).585

The distributions during the five year interval (black), during burst windows (pur-586

ple), and during bursts within top 10% median intensity (orange), for various IMF, so-587

lar wind, and geomagnetic indices are presented together in Figure 7. Firstly, the dis-588

tribution of the IMF clock angle will be considered, as presented in Figure 7(a). Notably,589

the distribution for all curves shows more intervals with an IMF BY component than590

without; this is related to the average angle the Parker spiral makes with the Sun-Earth591

line at 1 AU, of about 45◦ (e.g., Thomas & Smith, 1980). A similarly shaped distribu-592

tion of clock angle values with more observations with a BY component than without593

was observed at Mercury by James et al. (2017) in MESSENGER data. Comparing the594

curves for the entire interval and for burst windows only, there is a shift towards BZ <595

0, BY < 0 in burst windows; for events with the highest intensity, the distribution moves596

even further towards BZ < 0, BY < 0. It is well known that BZ < 0 allows for day-597

side reconnection at the subsolar point, and that a great deal of energy can be commu-598

nicated into the magnetosphere in such situations. However, it has also been shown that599

a component of IMF BY can also enable dayside reconnection (e.g., Grocott et al., 2003,600

2004, 2008), albeit changing the location of the reconnection sites (Trenchi et al., 2008),601

again allowing energy transfer between the solar wind and the terrestrial magnetosphere.602

Gallagher and D’Angelo (1981) showed that the existence of a BY component in the IMF603
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Figure 7. Distribution of IMF, solar wind, and geomagnetic indices during the entire statis-

tical interval (black), during burst windows only (purple), and during the burst windows within

the top 10% of median intensity (orange, as presented in Figure 6(e)). Panels show (a) IMF clock

angle: θclk = tan−1
(

BY

BZ

)

(b) IMF magnetic field magnitude: BT =
√

B2

X
+B2

Y
+B2

Z
(c) IMF

BZ (d) IMF BY (e) solar wind velocity VSW (f) solar wind proton density NSW (g) solar wind

dynamic pressure: PSW ≈ NSWV 2

SW (h) solar wind electric field ESW ≈ −VSWBZ (i) AU (j) AL

(k) PC(N) (l) SYM-H. Histogram bins are of equal width indicated under the panel label letter.

Median (η) and standard deviation (σ) are written above each panel, with a dashed line indicat-

ing the position of the median. There is no median or standard deviation for the clock angle as it

is a periodic variable. Limits of x axis have been manually chosen to show clearly more than 90%

of the data, and as such some of the distributions extend further beyond this at low occurrence

values.
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resulted in enhanced AKR intensity, and as in this study, Desch et al. (1996) showed that604

AKR events preferentially occur under BY < 0 conditions. Indeed, for events with the605

highest intensity, an even stronger preference for BZ < 0, BY < 0 is observed in this606

study.607

The distributions of IMF magnetic field magnitude (BT , Figure 7(b)) for the datasets608

are broadly similar, although the curves for burst intervals only have slightly smaller stan-609

dard deviations. For IMF BZ (Figure 7(c), the median value is shifted from around zero610

for the entire five year dataset, to -1.12 nT for during burst windows, and further to -611

2.02 nT for the most intense events. This suggests that IMF BZ < 0 is likely to be ob-612

served around burst onset, allowing greater energy transfer between the solar wind and613

magnetosphere, and that stronger IMF BZ < 0 results in the most intense AKR emis-614

sions. The curves for IMF BY , presented in Figure 7(d) show similar twin peaked dis-615

tributions for both the black and purple curves (with similar medians around zero), and616

a broad peak for the most intense events (orange), with a slightly more negative median;617

the twin peaked shapes relate to the flat shape of the clock angle plot explained above.618

This suggests that the most intense events are more often linked to IMF BY < 0 con-619

ditions. For both BZ and BY , the distributions during burst windows show a slightly620

smaller standard deviation, meaning there is less variability, and so more specific con-621

ditions are observed.622

Next, the solar wind parameters presented in the middle column of Figure 7 will623

be discussed. The solar wind flow velocity, VSW shows a similar shape distribution for624

all three datasets with similar standard deviations in Figure 7(e), shifted to higher val-625

ues for burst windows, with a median that is 29.5 km s−1 higher (around 7%, the value626

is similar for the most intense events). This confirms results by Desch et al. (1996) who627

showed more radio events occurring at times of higher solar wind speed. For solar wind628

proton density, presented in Figure 7(f), the distribution for all burst windows is sharper629

with a standard deviation about 27% smaller, and shifted to lower values with a median630

about 17% smaller. For the most intense events, the median is 28% smaller than for all631

intervals, with a standard deviation 43% smaller - suggesting that lower solar wind den-632

sity precedes the most intense events.633

The curves for solar wind dynamic pressure, ≈ NSWV 2

SW , are presented in Fig-634

ure 7(g), and show a similar distribution for both datasets, with a similar median. Given635

the slightly higher solar wind velocity (which is squared in the calculation of pressure),636

and markedly lower proton density during burst windows, a similar median for the datasets637

is consistent. The standard deviation of the curve for PSW is about a third smaller for638

burst windows (about 41% for the most intense events), suggesting less spread of the data,639

and perhaps less extreme values. The medians of the distributions are 6% smaller for640

burst windows (16% for the most intense events). Lastly, the solar wind electric field,641

≈ −VSWBZ shows a shift from a median of about zero for the entire five year dataset642

to a small magnitude but positive median of 0.52 mV m−1 for all burst windows, and643

a 16% smaller standard deviation. For the most intense events, the distribution moves644

further towards positive electric field, with a median of 0.97 mV m−1, and a standard645

deviation 24% smaller than for all intervals.646

Finally, the distributions of geomagnetic indices (described previously in section647

2) for the entire five year dataset and during burst windows will be examined. In this648

instance, the indices are all derived from ground based magnetometer stations, so although649

there may be some time difference between the index enhancement and that of the AKR,650

it will be much smaller than the difference between the bow shock onset of a solar wind651

change and any related AKR enhancement. Broadly speaking, the geomagnetic indices652

will be enhanced roughly simultaneously to any corresponding AKR enhancement. For653

example, the auroral electrojet index (AE) has been shown to correlate well with AKR654

enhancements relating to substorms (e.g., Voots et al., 1977; Gurnett, 1974; Dunckel et655

al., 1970). Here, the upper and lower envelopes of AE (AU and AL respectively) are con-656
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sidered, as they will show positive and negative enhancements in the auroral zone (no-657

tably AL is a well known substorm indicator).658

For AU, the distribution during burst windows exhibits a median about 31% higher,659

and a standard deviation about 3% higher than for all intervals, as presented in Figure660

7(i). For the most intense events, the median of the distribution is 48% higher than for661

all intervals, with a standard deviation 5% higher. Although the distributions peak at662

similar values, the peak is smaller and the spread is wider for burst windows, and more663

so for the most intense events. For AL, presented in Figure 7(j), the median for burst664

windows is over twice as negative when compared with all intervals, and the standard665

deviation is about 7% higher. For the most intense events, the median is almost three666

times a negative when compared with all intervals, with a standard deviation about 10%667

higher. For both burst window curves, a shorter peak is observed, with a wider spread.668

Significantly higher magnitude values are observed for both AU and AL, indicating greater669

activity at auroral latitudes in the ionosphere during burst windows, and even further670

enhancements during the most intense events.671

Distributions for the northern (geographic) hemisphere polar cap index PC(N) are672

presented in Figure 7(k), showing a shift towards more positive values during burst win-673

dows. All burst windows exhibit a median over 80% larger than for all values, indicat-674

ing greater geomagnetic disturbance in the polar cap, roughly meaning faster antisun-675

wards movement of open flux, or equivalently stronger ionospheric electrodynamics. This676

effect is larger for the most intense events, where the median is 2.6 times larger than for677

all intervals. Additionally, for both sets of burst windows the standard deviation is less678

than half the spread for all intervals, indicating less variability in the data. The median679

for SYM-H (Figure 7(l)) during burst windows is about 38% larger than for all intervals680

(more than twice as negative for the most intense events), and shows a decrease in the681

standard deviation for both sets of burst windows, indicating less variability.682

7 Conclusion683

In this paper, a novel technique which automates the detection of AKR bursts has684

been presented, and applied to five years of data from the Wind/WAVES instrument.685

This automated method is a powerful tool since it removes non-AKR signals such as so-686

lar type III bursts and RFI signals. Over a statistical survey of five years, about 5000687

bursts were detected, and their temporal, spatial, frequency and intensity characteris-688

tics have been presented, as well as average solar wind parameters and geomagnetic in-689

dices during burst windows. Some key results from these analyses are listed below:690

1. Average observed AKR intensities vary up to two orders of magnitude between691

different local time sectors.692

2. Detected bursts were preferentially viewed in the dusk to midnight LT sector, at693

a range of radial distances.694

3. Median AKR burst duration varied from about half an hour for all LTs, to an hour695

for bursts observed in the midnight sector.696

4. The median repeating interval between burst onsets was roughly two hours.697

5. Midnight bursts displayed a wider median frequency range than all LTs, perhaps698

indicating more LFEs. Conversely, bursts observed from noon showed more nar-699

row frequency ranges that for all LTs.700

6. The IMF clock angle distribution was shifted towards BZ < 0, BY < 0 during701

burst windows.702

7. During burst windows, the observed solar wind velocity was about 30 km s−1 faster703

than for the entire statistical interval.704

8. Higher geomagnetic activity was seen in the AU, AL, PC(N) and SYM-H indices705

during burst windows.706
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9. For the most intense AKR bursts, further enhancements were observed in BZ , BY ,707

VSW , and geomagnetic indices AU, AL, PC(N), and SYM-H.708

The development of an automated AKR burst detection algorithm as presented here709

unlocks the potential of AKR as a quasi-continuous remote monitor of terrestrial solar710

wind - magnetosphere - ionosphere coupling. The use of an automated technique based711

on empirical criteria removes the subjectivity and time-consuming nature of selecting712

them by eye. As well as the potential for this technique to be applied to the entire Wind/WAVES713

dataset, which would enable statistical analysis of solar wind - magnetosphere coupling714

effects on AKR, the technique could also be adapted for other AKR observing spacecraft.715

Indeed, there is also the potential for this technique to be adapted to automatically se-716

lect distinct sources of emission from radio spectra at other planets, for example Saturn717

kilometric radiation, which is analogous to AKR.718

A catalogue of detected events has been provided for community use, and can be719

downloaded here: Fogg et al. (2021, https://doi.org/10.25935/hfjx-xx26). There720

are many potential future avenues for comparison of these detected AKR bursts with other721

metrics of geomagnetic activity, all in parallel with careful consideration of the viewing722

constraints associated with the anisotropically beamed emission from LT-restricted sources.723

8 Data Availability Statement724

Wind/WAVES data that has been empirically selected for AKR emissions using725

the technique by Waters, Jackman, et al. (2021), and a subset is available online (Waters,726

Cecconi, et al., 2021, https://doi.org/10.25935/wxv0-vr90). The AKR burst list de-727

veloped in this study is available online: Fogg et al. (2021, https://doi.org/10.25935/728

hfjx-xx26). OMNI data including AU, AL, PC(N), and SYM-H indices were obtained729

via OMNIWeb (https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/hw.html).730
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